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CI*AIMS 

1. Automatic   machine   (10)   for  dispensing photographic 

products   and   the   iilce,   comprising   a  container (11) 

5 inside    which    there    is    at     least    a magazine 

constituted by one or more hive-shaped containers 

(12), each of said hive-shaped containers comprising 

a plurality ot seats £13), a system for moving and 

handling    (21,    22)    the   products   which   are housed 

10 within   said  seats   (-1.3)   controlled  by  an electronic 

control logics,   a data inputting   (15)   and displaying 

(14)    device   placed   on    the    front   part    of    said &\ 

container,   a device   (17)   for delivering outwards the 

products  which  have  been withdrawn  from  said seats 

15 (13),.     as     well a.9     a     cashing     device (10), 

characterised in that it further comprises a device 

(16) for collecting at least a roll of film to be 

developed. a?3 well as a device (17) suitable for 

delivering     a    coded    carrier     t.o     the     user,      in £^ 

20 particular   a   magnetic   or  micjrochip   card   or   a card 

provided of bar codes, whereby a code to be 

associated to the roll to be incroduced with.in said 

dispensing machine   (10)  "is bound to said carrier. 

2. Dispensing    machine    (10)    according    to    claim 1. 

25                characterised   in  that  it   further comprise?:  a device 

for reading and storing data which axe dissociated to 

the user, in particular a magnetic or microchip card 

reader,   or a  biometric sensor. Q \ ^ j 

3..       Dispensing  machine   (10)   according   to   any PUP—C-f rh? 

M) r^-ccd.i rig—"itwiiiiS".   cha rac L.&rised  in   that   11 further 

comprises    a    second    dispenser-    (20)     for selling 
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produce*,     e.g.     new    rolls    of    film, disposable 

cameras,   batteries,   whose  operation  is  controlled by 

Che   electronic   control   logics   of   L;aid dispensing 

machine   (10.). Q\0.\/^X 

»     j 5      4.       Dispells i.ng   machine   (10)   according   to   ai^yonn of—Che - j 

^ prTzicedincj—c la±fflg ,   characterised   in   that   it- further 

comprises a device for verifying and validating the 

coll. provided with a code that is introduced within 

said dispensing machine   (10), (M flj fVcl 

10      5,       Dispensing   machine   (10) according——AVfynn^——tho-  

(^\^ fii'ecediiig—e-i-^Laisu. character! sed  in  that   it  comprises 

a series of boxes suitable for containing prixited 

photographs, each box being placed inside of a 

predetermined seat   (13). ^ * 

15      6.       Dispensing  machine   (10)   according   to aniyuire—Of rtTG—» 
/A~^ preceding—claims,   characterised  in  that  it comprises 

memory   means   for   scoring   the   spatial   position   and S3- 

che  state,   either  empty or  full,   of   each  seat (13), 

as well as means  for associating  the code carried by £^ 

20 said coded carrier  to a given box containing printed 

photographs. <M *f>~vl g. 

7. Dispensing  machine   (10)   according   to   any a lie—e~—the - £0 

nr.•
/
I;'P^T-TT—c lai.tfs ,   characterised   in   thdt   it further 

comprises    means    for    transmitting     to    a remote 

25 location   the  data  relative   to   the  rolls   of   film   to ^3 

be    developed    introduced    within     the? dispensing 

machine. >y 

8. Dispensing  machine   (10)   according   L o ^y^e—©-£—trrre 

0s*— ng—c iiiirfS ,   characterised   in   Lhc.L   it further 

.^0 comprises me^aus   for  receiving   from a  remote location 

and  1 or s*oi"i ng   the data r e 1 a t i ve  to  the par* i tion of 
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tine   printed   phonographs   inside   of   the hive-shaped 

concainers    (12),    as   well   as   to   the   amounns   to be 

paid for  the  rendered services. CI*J*vvi 

Dispensing  machine   (10)   according   to  ^nyf^p^f t-h^ 

pjr*fr*^li pq olaims,     characterised    in    that said 

magazine  is  fixed inside of  said container   (11), and 

in   that   said   moving   and   handling   system    (21, 22) 

comprises    a   device    chat    is   movable   along three 

mutually perpendicular axes   (X,   Y,   Z). 

Di;-;geri3ina   machine    (10)    according    Lo -anyone— 

claims—1 —?-r   characterised  in   that   said magazine 

is   cor'is t icur.fi<1   by   a.  drum   ro tat ing   about   a   vertica.1 

axis.    whereby    the    side   surface   of    .said   drum is 

provided   with    said   seats    (13),    said   moving and 

handling  device   (21,   22)   being movable along   two (Y, 

Z)   mutually perpendicular axes. 
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